
9. High-rel and computer rated tubes, counters and indicators 
 
In this section we find tube families designed for predictable operation in hostile environments as 
well as tubes intended for applications early digital computers, data transmission systems and 
electronic instruments. 
 
The need for high-rel tubes is related to operation of electronic sets in hostile environmental 
conditions, such as extreme temperatures, acceleration or vibrations. Also the increasing complexity 
of electronic equipment was among the reasons for specifying more reliable tubes. Before WWII 
even in aircraft or military fields electronics was almost exclusively limited to simple radio sets, 
averaging about five vacuum tubes each. After the war, just few years later, a bomber carried 
electronic equipment totaling about 250 vacuum tubes. This figure continued to rise in the years, 
even due to the introduction of digital circuits. In the early ‘50s small digital computer used several 
hundreds of vacuum tubes. With so many tubes the estimated MTBF, mean time between failures, 
of any system could quickly drop to few hours or even to minutes. It was then necessary to design 
new families of vacuum tubes with long predictable life to grant useful operation time of critical 
systems. We must underline that when digital computers began to replace analog solutions the 
complexity of many subsystems grew a lot. A simple RC integrator followed by a comparator had 
to be replaced by a quite complex circuit full of signal conditioners, counters and logic gates. 
Probably this is the reason why, with few exceptions, switching to full digital solutions took place  
some yeas later and generally using solid-state components. 
 
Anyway stand alone digital computers, dedicated to the solution of generic problems, evolved from 
WWII through the fifties in large mainframes. This branch gave origin to some families of tubes 
with specific properties. 
 
 
9.1 - Computer rated tubes 
 
There are some families vacuum tubes, usually derived from standard types, but modified for 
reliable operation in computer applications. Here designers were called to solve requirements of the 
specific uses, the most relevant being related to heater power drain, life and recovery from 
prolonged cutoff. 
 
Computer mainframes in the fifties could be equipped with many hundreds or even thousands tubes. 
The power required by heaters was relevant and contributed to rising the temperature of electronic 
assemblies inside the cabinets. By Arrhenius law temperature rise resulted in a shorter life of 
components. A reduced heater current drain could help to keep tubes and other components cooler, 
so increasing their life. Tubes with high efficiency cathode-heater assemblies were made available, 
compatibly with a stable emission through their life. Around the mid fifties Raytheon proposed the 
use of filamentary subminiature tubes in computer circuits for the lowest heater drain.   
 
Even the life of tubes used in computers applications, since affecting the system reliability, was 
another parameter which asked for proper solutions by tube manufacturers. As we will see later, the 
MTBF prediction was of paramount relevance even in other critical fields, as in avionics or in 
weapon systems. Several committees as well as engineers of the same manufacturers investigated 
thousands of failures in tubes removed from any kind of equipment, even looking at possible critical 
application circuits or environments. Studies led to the introduction by tube manufacturers of more 
reliable types and to the request of more severe test procedures by major customers. Of course for 
most of the computer mainframes the environment was quite favourable: no appreciable shocks or 



vibrations, air conditioning and even the stabilization of power supplies, including the heater ones, 
made possible to grant tube life in the order of 10000 hours. This figure had to be derated for 
applications which had to operate in more severe environmental conditions. The life expectancy of 
ordinary tubes could readily approach to zero when they had to operate in presence of shocks, 
vibrations or even high temperatures. Special designs were then required, with ruggedized electrode 
assemblies and/or hard-glass or ceramic envelopes. 
 
The third parameter to be controlled in tubes intended for computer application is the perveance, or 
the cathode emission capability. This beacause it was observed that ordinary tubes could develop an 
excessive interface resistance (between cathode and oxide layer) when operated at cutoff for a long 
period. The use of pure nickel cathode sleeves always granted plenty of electrons when resuming 
from cutoff.  
 
Other tubes used in computer techology were the logic state indicators, derived from tuning 
indicators and can be considered as forerunners of vacuum fluorescent displays (VFD). 
 

 
Fig. 9.1 – Some computer-rated tubes and a 6977 / DM160 logic state indicator. 
 
 



9.2 – Trochotrons 
 
Many structures were devised by communication firms to replace electro-mechanical switches with 
faster electronic types in the wire or radio transmission of signals. One of the proposed structure 
was based upon a narrow electron beam driven by a rotating magnetic field, to sequentially impinge 
a couple of anodes out of a crown, placed all around the cathode. This lead to the development of 
quite fast multiplexer and demultiplexer tubes. The rotating magnetic field was generated by a 
couple of coils surrounding the tube, driven by a sequencer.  
 

Fig. 9.2 – Left, a 25-line multiplexer, with 25 control grids, as signal inputs, and a single anode from the top cap. 
Right, a 18-line decoder/demultiplexer, with a single control grid and 18 output anodes all around. 
 
 
Other structures were devised, capable of operating without the driver coils, inside a fixed magnetic 
field, the switching to the next electrode being accomplished pulsing the cathode. These structures 
were perfected by Saul Kuchinski at the Research Center of Burroughs in Paoli, PA, leading in 
1955 to the introduction of the first commercial trochotron counter. A comprehensive description of 
magnetic beam switching tubes, also known as MBS or trochotrons,  can be found here. 
 
 

Fig. 9.3 – Samples of trochotron tubes. The early type, the Burroughs 6700, was also license built by Mullard and 
ETL. We even find a couple of shielded variants, the second one with bulb shrinked over the base, and a Beam-X 
variant, with magnetic source moved into the bulb. 
 
Burroughs also introduced trochotron tubes modified to operate as noise sources. The collection 
includes a couple of documented types, the 6702 / BD401 and the 6713 / BX1203. 



9.3 – Dekatron tubes 
 
Dekatron is a trade mark for a cold cathode gas-filled counter. In low speed applications these tubes 
were usually preferred to throchotrons, because of their lower price and even because their intrinsic 
capability to directly display the count. The drawback of these tubes was the quite low switching 
speed, in the order of 100 KHz. 
 

Fig. 9.4 – Samples of gas-filled counter tubes from various manufacturers. The small tube with flying wires in 
the middle is a gas trigger triode, used to drive counter electrodes. 
 
 
9.4 - Nixie and indicators 
 
Trochotron counters, as other electronic counters, asked for some complementary tube, capable to 
visualize the actual value, otherwise only available as voltage or current levels through the circuit. 
The most known device is the Nixie, a trademark of Haydu Brothers bought by Burroughs in 1955. 
The Nixie tube was a sort of neon bulb with 10 separate cathodes, shaped as numerals from 0 to 9. 
Nixie tubes were quite expensive and Haydu introduced the Pixie, to offer a cheaper indicator. In 
the Pixie ten short rods, used as cathodes, were placed behind an anode mask with the ten digits cut 
near its circumference.  

Fig. 9.5 – Samples of ‘Nixie’ and ‘Pixie’ indicators. 
 
 
 
 



9.5 - Premium quality tubes 
 
 
We have seen the reasons why more reliable tubes were needed in complex systems and in 
computer mainframes. In addition to the severe specifications of military and top customers, tube 
manufacturers on their own initiative launched quality programs, with tubes granted for long 
reliable operational life. Accurate selection of materials, stiffening of weak electrode assemblies, 
control of critical processes, ‘hospital’ cleanliness of manufacturing area and some burn-in to 
stabilize emission were the key points of these types.  
 
Several manufacturers listed separately high-rel families, rated for 10000-hour operation and often 
characterized by quality marks, as the GE ‘Five Star or 5*’, the Sylvania ‘Gold Brand or GB’, the 
Amperex ‘Premium Quality or PQ’, the Brimar/STC ‘Trustworthy’ and so on. Some manufacturing 
plants were dedicated only to design and manufacturing high-rel tubes, as the Red Bank Division of 
Bendix. 
 
This section was then added to highlight the special properties of these tube families. Of course the 
same definition of high-rel is closely tied to the specific application. A dual triode used in a 
mainframe computer must grant long and stable operation in a quite favourable environment. A 
dual triode designed for mobile operation must operate over a wide range of temperature and of 
heater supply voltage and it must withstand severe vibrations. A similar tube intended for airborne 
applications, should be required of operating in extreme mechanical environments, with the 
aggravating circumnstances arising from low atmospheric pressure, poor cooling efficiency and 
increased attitude to flashovers. 
 
Generic measures to enhance the reliability of vacuum tubes included the stiffening of the electrode 
assemblies, even replacing micas with ceramic spacers, the selection of proper materials, the use of 
high-temperature nonex glass, the care to prevent any contamination and even some ageing, to 
stabilize the emission and reduce infant mortality. 
 
Tubes listed in this section anyway can be listed in other generic sections with respect to their 
applications. Here we will better highlight the specific solutions adopted for increasing the 
reliability of some tubes that can be considered quite special from this point of view. 
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